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See our full FWAS Event Calendar at:
http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
for the latest updates on what our club has scheduled
Click calendar icons above to see details of bright ISS passes this month.
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Tandy Hills Prairie Sky/Star Party: Astronomy—Community Engagement
After many years at the Fort Worth Museum of Science & History, the
well-attended, monthly public star parties presented by the Fort Worth
Astronomical Society (FWAS) have moved to Tandy Hills Natural Area.
Established in 1949, FWAS is one of the first adult amateur astronomy
clubs formed in the country and one of the largest. .
Members will have several telescopes set up at Tandy Hills for viewing
the night sky.
Free & open to the public. All ages welcome. Family/kid-friendly - No dogs
- Coolers welcome
More details at the NASA website: https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/eventview.cfm?Event_ID=76024
Star party Etiquette: http://www.fortworthastro.com/etiquette.html
WHEN: Due to the current Covid-19 pandemic we are not hosting any star
parties and will not till further notice.

Check the tandy hills facebook page as well as their web page for any
announcments
http://www.tandyhills.org/events/prairie-sky-star-party
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Equipment Review
A Zoom Eyepiece Review
by
Pam Kloepfer
I had been thinking of a zoom eyepiece and thought I might go with a Meade
since I had not yet owned either one. All places appear to be out of stock on the
Meade, so while I was perusing Amazon one day, I came across SVBony. Not
ever hearing of this brand, I followed a thread on Cloudy Nights about zooms
and asked if anyone had heard of this company and if they knew anything about
this eyepiece. One person responded that it was an up and coming company out
of China, and another was “intrigued” with the fact that this eyepiece had a
range of 10mm-30mm. I also had not seen that range before; 7-21 and 8-24,
which is also what SVBony has, is what I was most familiar. I decided to jump
in and placed my order with Amazon. I am glad I did as they now appear to not
know when they may get
more. SVBony also has their own
website. This eyepiece
came directly from Hong Kong via
DHL and was here in six
days. That, I felt, was impressive! I
have tried it out on both
my 4” refractor and 8” SCT. This is
one nice eyepiece! The
twist-up eyecup is very smooth in operation and to the touch. I
used it on the refractor first and Jupiter was first light. It was
very clear at 10mm and focused well.
It needed little refocusing
as I zoomed out and stayed focus until just after 25mm. It was
a bit blurry at 30mm. It fared better
with Saturn as it was not as
bright and looked even sharper. I was
able to see M7 and this is where those lower powers really shined. I did not notice chromatic aberration. Another night I happened on the slim crescent moon
and it looked sharp and clear from high to low all the way. Operation is smooth
and weighs just under half a pound. I then used it on the 8” SCT and found much
the same results. The planets looked very nice on higher powers. My scope took
me to the Wild Duck Cluster and it looked fantastic at 30mm. What I liked about
zooming to high power is just taking a piece of the cluster and seeing it up close.
The sky also appears darker at a higher power, helping those stars to really shine.
A zoom helps to determine a sweet spot for a target and then you can switch over
to a fixed focal length eyepiece if you so choose. For a star party and showing
the moon, planets, and some star clusters, I think this would be ideal. People
may be interested to see what a given target looks like with a range of magnifications. This was a very inexpensive piece to add to the arsenal at just over 50
bucks, and is quite versatile. It does accept 1.25” filters. Of note, none of my
Celestrons would fit; however, I had no trouble with Orion. In comparing, I noticed Celestron’s threads were longer. If you don’t own a zoom eyepiece yet, this
one is a good choice.

Media Reviews
Media reviews by Matt J. McCullar, FWAS

Cosmos
by Carl Sagan
“The Cosmos is all that is or ever was or ever will be.” So
begins Carl Sagan's award-winning series. I can't help wondering how many people got interested in astronomy when
Cosmos first hit the airwaves in 1980. For many years it was
the most-watched PBS series, with over 500 million viewers
to date. The 13-part series entranced a great
many viewers with Carl Sagan's presentations,
his personality, his personal memories, and
explanations of the universe around us. For
many it was their first exposure to astronomy
at any level, yet it also discusses biology, chemistry, history, people, mathematics, science in
general, and the possibility of life on other
worlds.

on Mars in 1976. “For the first time in human history we had
landed two space vehicles on the surface of another world.
The results were spectacular, the historical significance of the
mission utterly apparent. And yet the general public was
learning almost nothing of these great happenings. The
press was largely inattentive; television ignored the mission
almost altogether... And yet the Martian landscapes are
staggering, the vistas breathtaking. I was positive from my
own experience that an enormous global interest exists in
the exploration of the planets and in many kindred scientific
topics – the origin of life, the Earth, and the Cosmos, the
search for extraterrestrial intelligence, our connection with
the universe. And I was certain that this interest could be
excited through that most powerful communications medium, television.”

Cosmos took three years to write, research,
and produce. The series covers 13 episodes,
each almost one hour long. The DVDs include
bonus material, a short addendum to each episode hosted by Carl Sagan, several years after
the original production, discussing the latest
discoveries associated with that episode's main
theme.

It's funny: I've been reviewing all sorts of astronomy-related books and other media for
Prime Focus for over ten years. This was one of
the things in my childhood that sparked my interest in astronomy. But I hadn't realized until recently that I had never
reviewed Cosmos: the TV series or the companion book. It's
difficult to believe it first appeared 40 years ago.

The series mixes the past with the future. Several episodes feature actors portraying famous scientists and
events of the past: Galileo, Huygens, Humason, Champollion,
Kepler. (Personally, I feel some of these dramas work better
than others.) Other episodes show Sagan only talking about
scientists of the past and their discoveries. Sagan explains
the story of the Rosetta Stone and
Book published by Random House – 1980
Sagan was a college professor, sciits importance in solving the puzzle
ISBN 0-394-50294-9
entist and prolific author, having
of ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics.
worked with several teams of as363 pages
For the future, Sagan takes us on a
tronomers on space probes and the
journey in his “Spaceship of the
data they returned. (One of the TV
Imagination,” looking externally like
DVD collection published by Cosmos Studios – 2000
episodes gives us an inside look at
a dandelion seed, to stars and galax7 discs
Jet Propulsion Laboratory during a
ies and distant planets.
Voyager spacecraft's encounter with Jupiter.) He was wellknown already throughout the scientific community, and had previously written several scientific
Sagan wonders a great deal about alien life. What
books. But he didn't become popular in the mainwas required to start life on Earth? What is necesstream media until Cosmos. Johnny Carson, the
sary for intelligent beings on other worlds? “I wonlate-night talk show host, was an amateur astronoder: What do they look like? Are they very differmer himself and he had Carl Sagan as a guest on
ent from us? What are their politics? Technology?
The Tonight Show several times.
Music? Or do they have patterns of culture we
can't begin to imagine? Are they also a danger to
themselves?”
Sagan explains in the book that he was inspired to
create Cosmos due to his experiences with the Viking landers
(Continued on page 7)
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(Book Review—Continued from page 6)

The Cosmos and everything in it covers a great deal of
ground. Even 13 episodes isn't nearly enough, but it's a
good start. We see a Viking spacecraft landing on a simulated surface of Mars, watching its probes unfurl and come to
life. A “cosmic calendar” shows exactly how little Earth and
humanity have occupied the history of the universe. Sagan
explains what causes stars to form and eventually die; how
black holes can exist, with their monstrous gravitational
forces.

Sagan wrote a great deal about biology and he speaks at
length about genetics and DNA. He shows how the human
brain works (while walking through a huge model). “Our
passion for learning is the tool for our survival... What distinguishes our species is thought. We can change ourselves.”

The visuals of the TV production remain stunning, even today. We see incredible flybys of the planets, formations of
stars, collisions of galaxies. Sagan personally shows us very
old parts of human civilization, from ancient Egypt and
Greece to India. Youngsters riding light-speed motor scooters in Italy change color as they approach and recede from
us in a demonstration of Einstein's theory of relativity. We
ride on ships of the great oceans. We visit the great laboratories of Cambridge University in England, the Very Large
Array radio telescope in New Mexico, the Lowell Observatory in Arizona, the Arecibo radio observatory in Puerto Rico.

The companion book is not dry text; it is exciting reading,
loaded with visuals. It includes many quotations from great
literature. Sagan wrote quite floridly, himself: “If information were passed on only by word of mouth, how little
we should know of our own past. How slow would be our
progress... Books are like seeds. They can lie dormant for
centuries, but they may also produce flowers in the most
unpromising soil... Books permit us to voyage through time,
to tap the wisdom of our ancestors. A library connects us
with the insights and knowledge of the greatest minds and
the best teachers drawn from the whole planet and from all
our history, to instruct without tiring, and to inspire us to
make our own contribution to the collective knowledge of
the human species.”

One of my favorite episodes shows Sagan standing under a
hot Sun in Egypt, explaining how a scientist named Eritosthenes calculated the size of the Earth. Eritosthenes was
the chief librarian of the Library of Alexandria. He read that
in the city of Seyene, every year on June 21st (the longest
day of the year), the Sun's rays would shine straight down,
precisely at noon. But sticks cast a definite shadow at that
same moment in Alexandria. Why? Eritosthenes reasoned
September 2020

that if the Earth were curved, that would explain the difference of the Sun's rays. If Eritosthenes could find out the
precise distance between Seyene and Alexandria, the rest
would be a simple geometry problem. The difference in the
Sun's rays worked out to about 7 degrees, and the distance
between the two cities was about 800 km. How did he
know this? Because Eritosthenes hired a man to pace out
the distance. Because of this, Eritosthenes calculated that
the Earth must be 40,000 km in circumference. “That's the
right answer,” says Sagan. “His only tools were sticks, eyes,
feet, and brains.” And he figured it out 2,200 years ago.

Sagan walks through a digital reproduction of the ancient
Alexandria Library. (Today, there is nothing left of it.) “If I
could travel back in time,” Sagan says, “this is the place I
would visit.” It all started here. “All the knowledge in the
ancient world was once within these marble walls.” This
was the first true research institute in the world. They studied everything. “Cosmos is a Greek word for the order of
the universe... It implies a deep interconnectedness of all
things. Genius flourished here.” The book goes into greater
detail about why the Alexandria Library was destroyed: It
was for the benefit of only a privileged few, not the greater
masses. Most of the discoveries within were not passed on
to the average person. I wonder if, through Cosmos, Sagan
was trying to keep the same sort of thing from happening
today.

It would be a tragic mistake to discuss the TV series Cosmos
without its stunning musical soundtrack. The Greek musician Vangelis was introduced to most American audiences
with his theme “Heaven and Hell” and other previous works
that were used extensively throughout each episode. Many
other genres of music appear, enhancing the flavor of human talents. We hear everything from classical to electronic to primitive, from the blues to Pink Floyd. The original
Cosmos soundtrack LP unfortunately left out a great many
terrific pieces, but today we can hear it all on CD and on the
Internet.

Sagan was an excellent writer, narrator and scientist. He
passed away in 1996. As hard as he worked, and as much as
he theorized on the potential of extraterrestrial life, I think
it's a shame he died before finding any other intelligent beings out there in the Cosmos.

To be truthful, I do find a handful of scenes in the entire
Cosmos series to be tedious and boring. But the positives
far outweigh this. I never tire of watching the series again
and again. Our civilization got to our present state because
of billions of brains at work. Cosmos inspires us to use ours.

Let's go exploring.
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CELESTIAL EVENTS THIS MONTH
Sep

01

Tu

Venus: 44.7° W

02

We

00:22

Full Moon

05

Sa

23:42

Moon-Mars: 0°

06

Su

01:31

Moon Apogee: 405600 km

10

Th

04:26

Last Quarter

10

Th

18:05

Moon Ascending Node

11

Fr

14:15

Neptune Opposition

12

Sa

00:25

Moon North Dec.: 24.4° N

12

Sa

19:10

Venus-Beehive: 2.6° S

13

Su

22:19

Moon-Beehive: 1.9° S

13

Su

23:43

Moon-Venus: 4.6° S

17

Th

06:00

New Moon

18

Fr

08:44

Moon Perigee: 359100 km

22

Tu

01:06

Mercury-Spica: 0.3° N

22

Tu

08:31

Autumnal Equinox

23

We

07:33

Moon Descending Node

23

We

20:55

First Quarter

24

Th

14:11

Moon South Dec.: 24.5° S

25

Fr

01:46

Moon-Jupiter: 1.7° N

25

Fr

15:46

Moon-Saturn: 2.5° N

Data Source: NASA SKYCAL - SKY EVENTS CALENDAR
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Triangulum

Characteristics
A small constellation, Triangulum is bordered by Andromeda to the north and west, Pisces to the
west and south, Aries to the south, and Perseus to the east. The centre of the constellation lies halfway between Gamma Andromedae and Alpha Arietis.[8] The three-letter abbreviation for the constellation, as adopted by the IAU in 1922, is "Tri".[9] The official constellation boundaries, as set
by Eugene Delporte in 1930, are defined as a polygon of 14 segments. In the equatorial coordinate
system, the right ascension coordinates of these borders lie between 01h 31.3m and 02h 50.4m, while
the declination coordinates are between 25.60° and 37.35°.[1] Covering 132 square degrees and
0.320% of the night sky, Triangulum ranks 78th of the 88 constellations in size.[10]

Stars

Three stars make up the long narrow triangle that gives the constellation its name. The brightest member is the
white giant star Beta Trianguli of apparent magnitude 3.00,[5] lying 127 light-years distant from Earth.[12] It is actually
a spectroscopic binary system; the primary is a white star of spectral type A5IV with 3.5 times the mass of our sun
that is beginning to expand and evolve off the main sequence. The secondary is poorly known, but calculated to be a
yellow-white F-type main-sequence star around 1.4 solar masses. The two orbit around a common centre of gravity every 31 days, and are surrounded by a ring of dust that extends from 50 to 400 AU away from the stars.[13]
The second-brightest star, the yellow-white subgiant star Alpha Trianguli (3.41m) with a close dimmer companion, is
also known as Caput Trianguli or Ras al Muthallath, and is at the apex of the triangle. It lies around 7 degrees northnorthwest of Alpha Arietis.[14] Making up the triangle is Gamma Trianguli, a white main sequence star of spectral type
A1Vnn of apparent magnitude 4.00 about 112 light-years from Earth.[15] It is around double the size of and around 33
times as luminous as the sun and rotates rapidly. Like Beta, it is surrounded by a dusty debris disk, which has a radius 80 times the distance of the Earth from the Sun.[16] Lying near Gamma and forming an optical triple system with it
are Delta and 7 Trianguli. Delta is a spectroscopic binary system composed of two yellow main sequence stars of
similar dimensions to the Sun that lies 35 light-years from Earth. The two stars orbit each other every ten days and
are a mere 0.1 AU apart.[17] This system is the closest in the constellation to the Earth. [10] Only of magnitude 5.25, 7
Trianguli is much further away at around 280 light-years distant from Earth.[18]
Iota Trianguli is a double star whose components can be separated by medium-sized telescopes into a strong yellow
and a contrasting pale blue star. Both of these are themselves close binaries. [19] X Trianguli is an eclipsing binary system that ranges between magnitudes 8.5 and 11.2 over a period of 0.97 days.[20] RW Trianguli is a cataclysmic
variable star system composed of a white dwarf primary and an orange main sequence star of spectral type K7 V.
The former is drawing off matter from the latter, forming a prominent accretion disc. The system is around 1075 lightyears distant.[21]
R Trianguli is a long period (Mira) variable that ranges from magnitude 6.2 to 11.7 over a period of 267 days.[20] It is
a red giant of spectral type M3.5-8e, lying around 960 light-years away.[22] HD 12545, also known as XX Trianguli, is
an orange giant of spectral type K0III around 520 light-years distant with a visual magnitude of 8.42.[23] A
huge starspot larger than the diameter of the sun was detected on its surface in 1999 by astronomers using Doppler
imaging.[24]
Two star systems appear to have planets. HD 9446 is a sun-like star around 171 light-years distant that has two
planets of masses 0.7 and 1.8 times that of Jupiter, with orbital periods of 30 and 193 days respectively. [25] HD
13189 is an orange giant of spectral type K2II about 2–7 times as massive as the sun with a planetary or brown
dwarf companion between 8 and 20 times as massive as Jupiter, which takes 472 days to complete an orbit. It is one
of the largest stars discovered to have a planetary companion.[26]
September 2020
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Deep-sky objects
The Triangulum Galaxy, also known as Messier 33, was discovered by Giovanni Battista Hodierna in the 17th century. A distant member of the Local Group, it is about 2.3 million light-years away, and at magnitude 5.8 it is bright
enough to be seen by the naked eye under dark skies. Being a diffuse object, it is challenging to see under lightpolluted skies, even with a small telescope or binoculars, and low power is required to view it. It is a spiral galaxy with a diameter of 46,000 light-years and is thus smaller than both the Andromeda Galaxy and the Milky Way. A
distance of less than 300 kiloparsecs between it and Andromeda supports the hypothesis that it is a satellite of the
larger galaxy.[28] Within the constellation, it lies near the border of Pisces, 3.5 degrees west-northwest of Alpha Trianguli and 7 degrees southwest of Beta Andromedae.[14] Within the galaxy, NGC 604 is an H II region where star
formation takes place.[29]

In addition to M33, there are several NGC galaxies of visual magnitudes 12 to 14.[5] The largest of these include the
10 arcminute long magnitude 12 NGC 925 spiral galaxy and the 5 arcminute long magnitude 11.6 NGC 672 barred
spiral galaxy. The latter is close by and appears to be interacting with IC 1727. The two are 88,000 light-years apart
and lie around 18 million light-years away.[31] These two plus another four nearby dwarf irregular galaxies constitute
the NGC 672 group, and all six appear to have had a burst of star formation in the last ten million years. The group
is thought connected to another group of six galaxies known as the NGC 784 group, named for its principal galaxy,
the barred spiral NGC 784. Together with two isolated dwarf galaxies, these fourteen appear to be moving in a
common direction and constitute a group possibly located on a dark matter filament.[32] 3C 48 was the
first quasar ever to be observed, although its true identity was not uncovered until after that of 3C 273 in 1963.[33] It
has an apparent magnitude of 16.2 and is located about 5 degrees northwest of Alpha Trianguli.[14]
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History and Mythology[edit]
In the Babylonian star catalogues, Triangulum, together with Gamma Andromedae, formed the constellation
known as MULAPIN (
) "The Plough". It is notable as the first constellation presented on (and giving its
name to) a pair of tablets containing canonical star lists that were compiled around 1000 BC, the MUL.APIN.
The Plough was the first constellation of the "Way of Enlil"—that is, the northernmost quarter of the Sun's path,
which corresponds to the 45 days on either side of summer solstice. Its first appearance in the pre-dawn sky
(heliacal rising) in February marked the time to begin spring ploughing in Mesopotamia.[2]
The Ancient Greeks called Triangulum Deltoton (Δελτωτόν), as the constellation resembled an upper-case
Greek letter delta (Δ). It was transliterated by Roman writers, then later Latinised as Deltotum.
[3]
Eratosthenes linked it with the Nile Delta, while the Roman writer Hyginus associated it with the triangular
island of Sicily, formerly known as Trinacria due to its shape.[4] It was also called Sicilia, because the Romans
believed Ceres, patron goddess of Sicily, begged Jupiter to place the island in the heavens.[3] Greek astronomers such as Hipparchos and Ptolemy called it Trigonon (Τρίγωνον), and later, it was Romanized as Trigonum.
Other names referring to its shape include Tricuspis and Triquetrum.[3] Alpha and Beta Trianguli were called Al
Mīzān, which is Arabic for "The Scale Beam".[5] In Chinese astronomy, Gamma Andromedae and neighbouring
stars including Beta, Gamma and Delta Trianguli were called Teen Ta Tseang Keun (天大将军, "Heaven's great
general"), representing honour in astrology and a great general in mythology.[4][6]
Later, the 17th-century German celestial cartographer Johann Bayer called the constellation Triplicitas and Orbis terrarum tripertitus, for the three regions Europe, Asia, and Africa. Triangulus Septentrionalis was a name
used to distinguish it from Triangulum Australe, the Southern Triangle.[3] Polish astronomer Johannes Hevelius excised three faint stars—6, 10 and 12 Trianguli—to form the new constellation of Triangulum Minus in his
1690 Firmamentum Sobiescianum, renaming the original as Triangulum Majus.[7] The smaller constellation was
not recognised by the International Astronomical Union (IAU) when the constellations were established in the
1920s.[5]
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Lunar II Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Intermediate

Introduction
The Moon is the nearest celestial object in our observable universe and is always a
favorite at star parties. It was the target of past manned and robotic exploration
missions, and it is likely that public interest will be stimulated again as new lunar
missions are announced and executed. Many avid lunar observers voiced their desire for a second, more challenging program to follow the very popular Lunar Observing Program. In response the Astronomical League formed a program for experienced lunar observers called Lunar II. Lunar II program goals include stimulating
and maintaining a continued interest in lunar observing. This new program will also
require participants to make at least 100 observations of the Moon. It is designed
to help members improve their observing skills and expand their knowledge of the
visible lunar surface. It is similar in some ways to the Messier Observing Program
and it requires participants to go farther than the Lunar Observing Program. For
example, prominent features like the Sea of Crises and Tycho Crater will be revisited, observing them in greater detail and/or in varied sun-lighting. New targets,
such as the Cordillera Mountains have been added. Some observations will be relatively easy, such as finding and describing the Sea of Isles; others, like hunting
domes and rilles will be more challenging and require greater observing skill. Participants will also create a small, basic map of
the visible face of the Moon.

e

Requirments and Rules
To earn a Lunar II Observing Program certificate and pin you must:

1. Have previously completed all of the Lunar Observing Program requirements.
2. Complete 100 or more of the observing tasks specified in the Lunar II target list.
• Several targets must be observed twice, in different light and shadow conditions, as specified in the
target list.
• Several optional observing tasks are available, allowing you to make a few substitutions if you so
choose.
Where this target list overlaps the Lunar Observing Program list, assume the Lunar II Observing Program requires more observations and deeper study than before. If previous log entries include all of the information
required for Lunar II Observing Program, then they may also be used for this certification.
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Highlight Of The Month
Lunar II Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Intermediate

Requirements and Rules
You may do this Observing Program visually or through imaging. To receive the imaging certification, you must meet all of
the requirements using imaging. Your images may be submitted, but it is preferred that you post them on a webpage to be
reviewed. You should include exposure information for the images and the number of images that were stacked. You may
earn this certification both ways. You will receive two certificates, but only one
pin will be awarded. The imaging awards wil have an "I" appended to the certif
3. Keep a detailed log of your observations.
a. Maintain a log similar to those required by most other League Observing
Programs. Logs may be kept on paper or in an electronic file.
b. Notes for all observations should include:

•
•
•
•
•

target name and/or number
date and time (either local or UT)
observing location(s) including Latitude and Longitude
sky conditions including Seeing and Transparency

equipment used (telescope and eyepiece, or telescope and camera)

Additionally, you should record:

•
•

both formal and common names of each target, if applicable. For example, Mare Crisium is also called the "Sea of
Crises".
the lunar phase the observation was made at. Use either named phase (i.e., "waning gibbous moon") or lunation day
(i.e., "16 day moon").

c. Log written descriptions and/or sketches, or images as specified in the target list. If you are not doing imaging, then written descriptions will be required for about three-quarters of your observations, and simple sketches will be required for the
other one quarter. For the sketches, label any major feature your sketch includes, such as additional craters sketched,
mountain chains or peaks, or other annotations that will explain certain features of the sketch, like "this area is very rough",
or "top of crater has a flat ring". The goal here is to build observing and record keeping skills, not to make an artist of you.
4. Locate, identify, and observe individual lunar surface features personally. You may use telescopes with "Go To" capability or
other forms of automation, provided that automation is not used for anything other than steering to the Moon itself. Computerized
lunar charts are also permitted so long as they are not linked to identify features or to steer your telescope. Remote telescopes
are permitted in this Observing Program.
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Lunar II Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Intermediate

Submitting for Certification
To submit for the Lunar II Observing Program certification:
1. Submit a COPY of your observing log or images to the Lunar II Observing Program Coordinator for review and certification (they will not be returned to you). You may send a printout, a scanned document, a text file, or image files.

2. Include your name, Lunar Observing Program certificate number (or mention your Lunar program submission), mailing
address, email address, telephone number, and the name of your local astronomy club or society. If you are a Member at
Large, identify your status.

3. Include if you are submitting for the imaging award. Indicate
where the images canbe found for review.
4. If you wish to have your Lunar II Observing Program certificate and pin forwarded to your local club or society for presentation, please include the name and postal address of the person to send it to.
Upon verification of your submission and of your active membership in
the Astronomical League, your recognition (certificate, pin, etc.) will be
sent to you or to the awards coordinator for your society, as you specified. Your name will also appear in an upcoming issue of the Reflector magazine and in the Astronomical League’s
on-line database. Congratulations. Good luck with your next observing challenge.
For questions, comments, or submissions, contact the Lunar II Observing Program Coordinator .

Lunar II Observing Program Coordinator:
Cliff Mygatt
P.O. Box 8607
Port Orchard, WA 98366
(360) 265-5418
cliffandchris@wavecable.com

Links:
Other Lunar II Program Links:
Find Your Lunar II Program Award
List of Targets for the Lunar II Observing Program (XCEL Spreadsheet)
List of Targets for the Lunar II Observing Program (MS Word Document)
List of Targets for the Lunar II Observing Program (PDF File)
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Times and Data are for Fort Worth, Texas Locations Only
Date

Brightness

Start

09 Sep

(mag)
-0.9

Time
06:23:13

Alt.
10°

10 Sep

-0.6

05:36:25

11 Sep

-2.8

12 Sep

Highest point

End

Az.
N

Time
06:25:33

Alt.
17°

Az.
NNE

Time
06:27:53

Alt.
10°

10°

N

05:37:37

11°

NNE

05:38:47

06:23:47

10°

NW

06:27:03

48°

NE

-1.7

05:36:38

12°

NNW

05:39:13

27°

13 Sep

-0.8

04:51:55

16°

NE

04:51:55

13 Sep

-3.3

06:25:03

10°

WNW

14 Sep

-3.9

05:40:29

87°

14 Sep

-2.6

20:40:48

15 Sep

-1.7

15 Sep

Pass type

Data Source: Heavens Above

Az.
ENE

visible

10°

NE

visible

06:30:18

10°

ESE

visible

NE

05:42:08

10°

E

visible

16°

NE

04:53:36

10°

ENE

visible

06:28:13

42°

SW

06:31:24

10°

SSE

visible

WSW

05:40:30

87°

SW

05:43:50

10°

SE

visible

10°

S

20:43:16

25°

SE

20:43:16

25°

SE

visible

06:29:17

12°

SW

06:29:17

12°

SW

06:30:25

10°

SSW

visible

-1.8

19:54:13

10°

SSE

19:55:59

14°

SE

19:57:47

10°

E

visible

15 Sep

-2.1

21:29:18

10°

WSW

21:31:46

35°

WNW

21:31:46

35°

WNW

visible

16 Sep

-3.7

20:41:19

10°

SW

20:44:39

80°

NW

20:46:56

19°

NE

visible

17 Sep

-3.5

19:53:38

10°

SSW

19:56:53

50°

SE

20:00:09

10°

ENE

visible

17 Sep

-1.0

21:31:46

10°

WNW

21:33:51

15°

NNW

21:34:48

14°

NNW

visible

18 Sep

-1.5

20:43:04

10°

W

20:45:52

24°

NW

20:48:41

10°

NNE

visible

19 Sep

-2.5

19:54:45

10°

WSW

19:57:57

41°

NW

20:01:10

10°

NNE

visible

20 Sep

-0.6

20:46:40

10°

NW

20:47:19

10°

NNW

20:47:58

10°

NNW

visible

21 Sep

-1.0

19:57:06

10°

WNW

19:59:14

16°

NNW

20:01:22

10°

N

visible

NOTE: NO bright ISS passes visible in the DFW area, for dates not listed.
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September Sky Chart
Fort Worth, TX (32.7555°N, 97.3308°W)

Chart displayed is for September 15, 2020 @ 2400 Local Time
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First and Last Lunar Crescent Visibility

Data source: https://www.calsky.com
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September 1

September 15

LOCAL SUNRISE

September 30

September 01

September 15

September 30
Data and Image Sources: www.calsky.com
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September 1

September 15

LOCAL SUNSET

September 30

September 01

September 15

Data and Image Sources: www.calsky.com
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Club Meeting Minutes— August 18th,2020
Dale Pond, Secretary
You can view the meeting at the following URL
https://youtu.be/-K2m7AfffdE

3RF (3 Rivers Foundation) is scheduled for September 11-13. 29 people are currently signed up. The
club normally pays for the bunkhouses. The final
decision will be made the first weekend of September (because of COVID). If necessary, we have slated
October 9-11 as a backup date.
•

President Michelle Theisen called the Fort Worth
Astronomical Society General Monthly Meeting to
order at 7:00 PM on August 18, 2020, at ONLINE
using Zoom Meeting with the Secretary, Tila Foss,
being present. The meeting was also broadcast LIVE
on our FWAS YouTube channel).
George Lutch made a request for folks to share a
write-up about any experiences on any equipment
for Prime Focus, our club’s monthly newsletter.
After welcoming members (and naming new members), officers, and board members, Michelle made
the following announcements:
• In-person star parties are cancelled, howev• Our Christmas party is currently scheduled for
er, Chris Mlodnicki has hosted virtual star parDecember 12, at 6:30p - 9:00p. Standby for more
ties in the past and will host another virtual star
details.
party this weekend (weather dependent). The
•
details will be made via groups.io.
• Dark Sky sites: New members required to go
with an experienced FWAS member. Additional information given for each site (see New Member
Handbook for more details).
•

• Steve Candler gave information on our September general speaker, Dr. Paul Fisher, who will be giving a presentation about radio astronomy.
•
• FWAS board meetings are held on the oddnumbered months on the second Tuesday in the
evenings.
•

We had two guest speakers, Dr. Richard Olenick,
Professor of Physics at the University of Dallas, and
Arthur Sweeny, an adjunct professor also from the
University of Dallas, who presented From Ground to
Mike Jones proposed buying a large telescope and
Space Telescopes, Exoplanets to Cataclysmic Variamounting it within an existing land structure (for
bles. Afterwards, they took questions from the audiremote observation) instead of buying land -- up for
ence.
Board discussion. Preston Starr has experience in
this matter and would be a good candidate for servJohn Giromini presented the Treasurer’s Report.
ing on a committee (if so decided).
Additional announcements:
• If any members have any ideas for speakers
and/or are interested in presenting at an upcoming monthly FWAS meeting, please contact
Edward Gill.
•

The meeting was adjourned at 9:03 PM.

Tila Foss
FWAS Secretary

Our annual weekend, in-person, get together at
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FWAS Club
Fundraiser

AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon that lets customers enjoy the same wide
selection of products, low prices, and convenient shopping features as on Amazon.com. The difference is that when customers shop on AmazonSmile at
smile.amazon.com, the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the price of eligible purchases to the charitable organizations
selected by customers.
To participate, visit AmazonSmile and select
Fort Worth Astronomical Society as your
charity upon log-in. For more information visit org.amazon.com. The site will remember
your charity automatically when you visit
AmazonSmile to shop. If you are already an
Amazon.com user, you can use the same account to log-in to AmazonSmile to shop. You
must sign-in to AmazonSmile each time you
shop in order for your purchases to count towards a donation to your charitable organization. If you do not have an Amazon account,
signing up is free!
http://www.fortworthastro.com/donate.html
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Newsletter:
The FWAS newsletter, Prime Focus, is published
monthly. Letters to the editor, articles for publication, photos you’ve taken, personal equipment reviews, or just about anything you would like to have
included in the newsletter that is astronomy related
should be sent to:
fwasprimefocus@gmail.com
Meetings:
FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the
month at the UNT Health Science Center – Research
& Education Building, Room 100; 3500 Camp Bowie
Blvd; Ft. Worth. Guests and visitors are always welcome.(Currently we are meeting virtually due to
Covid-19)
Outreach:
Items regarding FWAS Outreach activities, or requests for FWAS to attend an event, should be sent
to: outreach@fortworthastro.com
FWAS Membership
FWAS Membership can be made in-person at a
monthly meeting or monthly star party at Tandy Hills
Natural Area. To review membership dues and link
for the on-line membership, visit
FWAS website (http://www.fortworthastro.com/
membership.html), scroll down to the Membership /
Come Join Us box and use the link to FWAS Facebook Page.

That’s a Fact!

Clouds at the centre of
the Milky Way smell of
rum, taste of raspberries
and are packed with
booze
Source

Seen a Fireball Lately?
Report it to the
American Meteor Society (AMS)
Just go to their website at http://www.amsmeteors.org/
and hover your cursor on the Fireball menu item at the
top of the page and you will see the link to report a fireball. They will ask you several questions in a web questionnaire and your observations will be added to the
other witnesses for the same event. These will be compiled and analyzed to determine the location and direction from which the object entered the atmosphere.

Se pt e mbe r
“Full Corn ”

Discount Magazine Subscriptions:
Sky & Telescope, Astronomy, and StarDate
(McDonald Observatory) magazines are available for
discounted subscription rates through our association with the NASA Night Sky Network and the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. The link can be found
on the club’s FWAS e-Group . (Members Only)
Astronomical League Membership:
Your FWAS membership gives you associate membership in the Astronomical League. This gives you
access to earn various observing certificates through
the AL observing clubs. You also receive their quarterly magazine, Reflector. AL Observing clubs: http://
tinyurl.com/7pyr8qg

September 2020

Source: OId Farmer’s Almanac

One such name for the September full Moon was
the Full Corn Moon because it traditionally corresponded with the time of harvesting corn in what
is now the northeastern United States. It
was also called the Barley Moon, as this is the
time to harvest and thresh ripened barley.
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FWAS Foto Files

Robert Cargill

Robert Cargill

Cave Cox

FWAS Foto Files

Dave Cox

Patrick McMahon

George Lutch

Ed Gill

Robert Cargill

